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 Enterprise Greece

 109 Vasilissis Sophias Av., 10521 Athens

 www.enterprisegreece.gov.gr

 Hilda Alisandratou

 +30 210 335 5765

 h.alisandratou@eg.gov.gr
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Enterprise Greece is the official Investment and Trade Promotion Agency of the Greek State, under the auspices of 
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, to showcase Greece as an attractive destination for investment and to promote the 
highly competitive products and services produced in Greece for export.

Enterprise Greece assists foreign investors and enterprises to do business with Greece, troubleshoots issues related 
to the public administration, provides key information about Greece as an investment destination and promotes 
the investment sectors in which Greece excels. In addition, Enterprise Greece promotes a wide range portfolio of 
investment opportunities in Greece and brings in contact interested investors with project sponsors.



Our mission at the Athens Destination and 
Development Management Agency is to promote 
Athens a destination of choice for residents, visitors, 
professionals and investors.

We support the strategic priorities of the City of Athens 
by providing the appropriate tools, seeking funding re-
sources and undertaking actions that positively impact 
those who live, visit and work in Athens.

We engage with local and private stakeholders to design 
and implement programs and projects that contribute to 
the social, economic and urban development of the City 
of Athens.

We focus on the city’s visitor and business economy as 
an important agent in local growth:

•	 that develop Athens through the revitalization 
of public space and the curation of services for 
residents and visitors

•	 that manage and promote Athens as a city 
break and business tourism destination  

•	 that attract investments and further develop the 
tourism and business infrastructure of the city.

In order to be able to develop and establish Athens as an 
attractive destination for professionals, entrepreneurs 
and investors, we create opportunities for business de-
velopment, provide facilitation and incentives for invest-
ments and introduce innovative products and services.

At the same time, we manage programs that aim to 
tackle social exclusion and ensure social cohesion.  

 Athens Development & Destination Management Agency

 7, Xenofodos str.105 57, Athens

 https://destination.thisisathens.org/en/what-we-do#

 Alexia Panagiotopoulou 

 +30 210 3253123

 info@developathens.gr
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CRYSTAL WATERS GLOBAL, is a multi-national property 
investment and development company, operating across 
Europe and Asia, headquartered in Prime Central London 
with additional offices in Hong Kong, Beijing and Shanghai.

CRYSTAL WATERS GLOBAL specialises in developing, 
investing, constructing and operating across all 
residential and hospitality sectors including: resorts 
and hotels, private villa resorts, luxury homes, private 
island development, re-development, luxury serviced 
residences, co-living, serviced apartments and student 
accommodation.

The company provides luxury serviced villa resorts 
and residences in some of the world’s most popular 
destinations.

The Crystal Waters Global network is growing rapidly 
with urban retreats and luxury resorts currently being 
developed in London, Athens, Istanbul, Mykonos, Hong 
Kong, Dubai, Lefkada and Tinos, as well as seeking 
further opportunities in other destinations, as the brand 
continues to expand globally.

 Crystal Waters

4, Othonos, Syntagma Square, 10557 Athens Greece

www.crystalwatersglobal.com

 Christos Geropantas 

 +30 210 0081948

 info@crystalwatersglobal.com
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 Prodea Investments

 6 Karageorgi Servias, 105 62 Athens

 www.prodea.gr

 Thiresia Messari 

 +30 210 33 40 098

 tmessari@prodea.gr
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Prodea Investments is the leading real estate investment company in Greece, listed on the Athens Stock Exchange 
(ATHEX). With total assets exceeding € 2bn, Prodea engages in real estate investments and is internally managed by 
experienced professionals with proven sourcing, execution and value creation track record.

Prodea’s real estate portfolio consists of more than 370 commercial properties, primarily office and retail, but also 
rapidly expanding in the hospitality sector. With more than 80% of its portfolio located in prime urban areas through-
out Greece and Cyprus and selectively positioned in other key markets in neighbouring countries, Prodea boasts a 
high- quality, high- yielding, diversified portfolio with predictable cash flows driven by high occupancy levels, long- 
term lease tenures and strong tenant base. 



REDS S.A. - a member of  ELLAKTOR GROUP - is one 
of Greece’s leading real estate development companies.
REDS undertakes medium and large-scale Retail and 
Entertainment, Office, Mixed Use, Exhibition and 
Conference and Residential projects. The company is 
currently active in Greece and Romania.

The Company’s strategy for creating value is based 
on identifying and acquiring large properties at attrac-
tive premiums, and partnering with dedicated designers, 
operators and real estate professionals for the develop-
ment of high-quality ventures.

Among others, REDS has constructed and is operat-
ing “Smart Park” retail park, while an emblematic project 
of the company, the “Cambas Project”, is currently under 
development.

The “Cambas Project” is strategically located  in the 
area between Athens city center and International Air-
port. The project is a mixed-use development, empha-
sizing on prime Office space, supported by high quality 
Retail, Hotel, Cultural and Entertainment facilities. The 
development includes the preservation of selected exist-
ing buildings and the provision of upgraded communal 
areas of greenery and recreation to citizens and visitors. 
“Cambas project” is an investment of approximately 
€220 million.

REDS’ portfolio is comprised of award-winning pro-
jects that have been distinguished worldwide and verifies 
who we are, what we do and how we do it.

See our projects at www.reds.gr
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 REDS SA - REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT SA

 25 Ermou, N. Kifisia 146 64, Athens 

 www.reds.gr

 Ioannis Moraitis

 +30 210 6635 982 

 +30 210 6635 983

 gmoraitis@ellaktor.com

 reds@ellaktor.com
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Rokka Constructions is a company, which since the 
mid-nineties began to deal with the design and construc-
tion of luxury housing and hotels. Within this time, it has 
created a fleet of specialized scientists, who in addition 
to constructions with ecological and natural resources, 
specializing in the promotion of investment projects. 
Besides the construction part, during the last years the 
company has moved a step forward and apart from the 
development of properties, it also provides high end af-
ter sales services. The company operates in major Greek 
Cities and Islands in luxury areas, with customers from 
all around the world.

 Rokka Constructions

 14 Tsakalof St., Kolonaki,10673, Athens, Greece

 rokkaconstructions.com

 Konstantinos Kottikas & Dimitris Papakostopoulos

 +30 210 800 1800

 +30 6972 926 774 & +30 6944 660 244

 kottikas@gmail.com

 info@rokkaconstructions.com
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Kentriki – Savills Hellas is a real estate services 
provider, an international associate of Savills, offering 
a broad range of specialist advisory, management 
and transactional services to clients in Greece and the 
neighbouring countries (Cyprus, Bulgaria etc.).

Savills Hellas, established in 1997, has undergone 
dynamic growth in previous years establishing itself 
as a powerful player on the local property scene and 
provides advice and support to help companies and 
investors to maximise the benefits and efficiency of 
their properties and investments.

Our services are focused on valuation of all types of 
properties including residential properties, offices, 
retail outlets and out-of-town retail schemes, shopping 
centers, industrial and warehouse facilities, hotels, 

theme parks, marinas, ski resorts etc., development 
appraisals, due diligence, property research and 
market feasibility studies, development proposals, 
property marketing, property management.

The Company employs professionals qualified to offer 
advisory and agency services of high quality, always 
in the client’s best interest; people who combine 
entrepreneurial spirit and a deep understanding 
of specialist property sectors. Our staff is qualified 
through the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors 
(RICS) and also in the relevant Greek Professional 
Chambers.

The Savills agency department is renowned for selling 
some of Greece’s most desirable properties and boasts 
a selection of genuinely unique assets.
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 Kentriki – Savills Hellas

 64 Louise Riencourt Street, Apollo Tower, 115 23 Athens Greece

 www.savills.gr & www.kentriki.gr

 Konstantina Dotsikas 

 +30 210 699 6311

 k.dotsikas@savills.gr
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Von Poll Real Estate opened its doors in Athens in the 
summer of 2019 at Syntagma Square, right in the heart 
of Greece. With our international team of professionals 
ready to advise you on investing in Greece; the new in-
ternational destination for real estate!

The headquarter of our internationally established bro-
kerage firm is located in Frankfurt am Main, Germany, 
which has always been the financial centre of Europe. 

The company was founded in 2000 and has developed 
itself in the last 20 years into an international real estate 
network active in 12 countries. With its 400 shops it has 
reached an international presence in Europe with shops 
in the following countries; Germany, Switzerland, Aus-

tria, Italy, The Netherlands, Luxembourg, Spain, Portu-
gal, Croatia, Serbia, Bulgaria & now also in Greece. 

Premium, first-class real estate service is our proud 
motto and our company philosophy is summarized by: 
Professionalism, reliability and transparency. These are 
the integral parts of our corporate culture. Responsibility 
and respect for our clients, whom we always treat as our 
equals, as well as the personal discipline and motivation 
of each of our employees, ensure that we offer brokerage 
services with consistent quality all around Europe, and 
now also in Greece.

Greek premium properties – German quality Service, a 
winning formula!
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 Von Poll Real Estate Greece

 Leoforos Vasilisis Amalias 2-4, 10557 Athens, Greece

 www.von-poll.com

 Ms. Liv Baggen, General Manager 

 +30 2160 705015

 +30 6945 330341

 liv.baggen@von-poll.com.gr
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From its glorious past to a solid present and an even 
more promising future, V² Development is the No1 resi-
dential development company in Greece.

A successor to ERGON, the company that since 1962 has 
defined the real estate sector in Greece, V2 Development 
has sold over 7000 real estate assets in a wide gamut of 
applications, ranging from residential and retail to hotels 
and warehouse facilities for a total of 4.5 million square 
meters.

V² Development delivers unparalleled financial returns 
and pride in asset while enhancing client, community 
and employee satisfaction.

V² Development assisted with the launch  of the Greek 
Investor Permanent Residency Program, in 2013 which 
on 2018 became the most popular investment program 
in the world, surpassing on approved, actual applications 
the US EB 5.

Further to its domestic success, V² Development is 
a genuinely outward looking company with an ever 
strengthening international foothold. Alongside its Ath-
ens HQ and 3 branches in Greece, V²  Development can 
be found in Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou in China, Du-
bai, and Nairobi.
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 V² Development

 6, Othonos str. 10563, Athens, Greece

 www.vsquared2.com

 Evaggelos Kteniadis 

 +30 210 9617181

 +30 694 4890378

 vaggelis.kteniadis@vsquared2.com
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